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We render homage to comrade Andropov for
his
participation in the developments and advance of
the world role of the Soviet Union, which takes
place in a process of historic transformation to·
wards Communism, lived by Humanity in this stage of history. Andropov had developed a
sense
of responsibility as
Soviet Union,
and leader of the
undergoing a process of return towards the principles4
the life and the
of the
Seven
Years of the
have been the
and success
leadership of
The current progress of
the leadership of the
State
is
directly linked to the advance of the role of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union in develop ing the economic,
capacity
to confront the war preparations of imperialism.
It has also advanced in its relations with the
world Communist and Revolutionary movements.The
leading role of the Communist Party
of
the
Soviet Union is advancing as part of the neees sity to extend the progressive role of the USSR.

Capitalism tries to take advantage of the changes in the Soviet leadership; capitalist leaders
speculate as for example in this letter of Reagan
requ;stin~ a "half-way" meeting with Chernenko •
The 1mmed1ate election of Chernenko his declaration of continuity in the Soviet poiicy for the
world revolution, the declarations of Gorbavov ,
at the end of the Central Committee Meeting supporting the election of Chernenko - and calling
for the unity .of the Party - have belied
all
the capitalists' speculations. This is because
.the actual Soviet policy is not the consequence
of one or other leader, but the result of the
Soviet Union having to respond to an established
structure of relations determined by the existen·
ce and progress of the Soviet Union; and by its
confrontation with the world capitalist system •
This confrontation has pushed the USSR to
the
helm of the anti-capitalist struggle,for socia lism. It is this structure which dedides
the
selection of the leadership, and the leader who
appears has to respond to the social-historic ob
jective of the Workers State which is the cons truction of socialism. The internal struggles
of the Soviet bureaucracy are not, as capitalism
said, the fights "for succession". far from it
they are the struggle resulting from the discussions in the Soviet Union on tactic am programme .
to confront the war imperialism prepares, and the
problems of the construction of the Party.
I n
addition to this, there is the discussion on the
means by which toincreasesocial participation in
the
Workers State, the role of the State, of
the Party, the correction of bureaucratic deform
ations, on Poland etc.. In these
discussions 9
there are different political ideas which repre
sent different sectors and interests inside the
leading apparatus. Capitalism sees that this is
happening but it has no idea what is means. Inevitably, capitalism compares this with its
own

· murderous way of conducting internal struggles •
What capitalism will never.understand is
that
these internal struggles will never change
the
historic role of the Soviet Union, as the center
of the progress of Humanity to Communism.
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It may be - at times - a greater or
lesser
emphasis is put on. one or other aspect,
like
support for the world revolution, changes in the
internal economy or democratic life, in the discussions of policies in the Soviet
leadership.
These are different emphases about application
of policy because we are still dealing with
a
bureaucratic and not a marxist leadership.
But
it is a bureaucratic leadership that corrects it
self, away from Stalinism, towards marxism. The
historic legitimacy of the Soviet workers State,
is the factor that speaks for the boundless capa•
city of the USSR to undergo correction, as
it
has already done in its progress from Stalinist
degeneration to the present Partial Regeneration.

This is what makes the u.s.s.R. the actual
leadership of any human progress today.
This
fact has been profoundly understood by Comrade
Posadas, and this is why, in the homage to the
activity of Comrade Andropov, we also underline
the role of J. Posadas in having understood the
inexorable nature of this process of Regeneration.
J. Posadas concentrated all activities and theore
tical elaboration on influencing and supporting
the progress of the Soviet leadership : ".. Our
criticisms of the Soviet bureaucracy are
not
aimed at paralysing the Soviet Union or its leadership. On the contrary, they are aimed
at
influencing, stimulating and aiding the development of consciousness, and political ability.
They are also aimed at raising the sentiment of
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feeling onself the constructor of Communism and
therefore afhelpi~g the process of History. The
Soviet Union.is an instrument which - in order
to live - has to impel the Revolution
on
a
world scale. It has to advance Socialism on
a
world scale, and therefore to oppose the capitalist system. This is ~condition' sine quanon'
for the existence of the Soviet Union. It cannot
live with the capitalist system. It cannot
go
along with the capital_i.st system.
The
Soviet Union does coexist with it, but meanwhile
it seeks to negate it. It is like this because
it is a question of either the capitalist system
disappearing, or of the Workers States! This is
the experience that come from the 63 years
of
the existence of the Soviet Union •• " (Homage to
the Soviet Union on its 63rd Anniversary,7.11.80
J. Posadas). *

* Obtainable

on demand £1.35.

Partial Regeneration - This concept elaborated
by J. Posadas, was put forward by him long before it was clearly observable in the USSR and the
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THE SOVIET UNION HAS N0T
FALTERED IN ITS SUPPORT FOR THE WORLD REVOLUTION

In considering the leadership, or a particular
leader in the Workers State - such as
Comrade
Andropov - we must consider how he responded to
the fundamental needs of the Workers State
and
how he acted in the world struggle for socialism.
It is important to understand that we are dealing
with a leadership whose origins and customs have
led them into habits of thinking and working bureaucratically. This means that the progress of
such a leadership has neither the rhythm nor the
dynamism necessary. They do not respond
fully
to the possibilities and necessities for Revolutionary progress.
In the stage of Andropov, how~ver, Soviet sup·
port for the world revolution, Cuba, Afghanistan,
Nicaragua, and the Liberation Movement of
El
Salvador - and the Arab revolutionary movement Soviet support was at hand for
was maintained.
the guerrila struggles of Jumblatt and the Leban
ese Muslims. Basically, the Soviet Union
provT
ded Syria with the military support that disintegrated the "multinational force" and threw
the
Yanks out of Lebanon. In less than a year, the
Soviets have rearmed Syria sufficiently to
be
able to deliver a blow of this magnitude to im perialism in the Midele East.
The invasion of Grenada has not signified a
substantial change in the world relations
of
other Workers States. Posadas based himself on
the fundamental principle of Trotsky that if the
Soviet Union was not eliminated, and was to ex tend in the world (and it did), this would lead
to the process reverse to that which brought Sta
lin to power. Posadas has analysed this in all
his main works.(Edit)
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forces in favour of imperialism. In fact, this
invasion was the result of an internal struggle
in the upper echelons of imperialism. a struggle
which resulted from Yankee impotence to
launch
counter revolutionary attacks of any size or im-

portance. as a direct invasion of Nicaragua
or
Cuba. This is not to say that it has ceased to
plan to attack these countries, but its distinct
lack of historic perspective and power of deci sion limits it to a huge military deployment in
Central America ending up in the invasion of tiny
Grenada from which it had to depart inn:nediately.
In short, imperialism has drawn neither political.,
-social, nor military advantage from this inva sion of Grenada. It did not have the effect
of
intimidating the anti-imperialist movement
in
I,atin America,as anticipated. The proof is that
there were four anti-imperialist electoralresults
in the region: Argentina, Peru, Venezuela
and
Ecuador.
The progress now being made continues
and meets with the necessary support in
Latin
America for its continuation. In the Middle East
- focal point of confrontation between the
two
systems - the Yanks have been obliged to withdraw
and the Soviets have increased their authority
and presence.
The liquidation of the spy-jumbo (South Korean
Airliner) and the military operation that
was
more
mounted behind it, has had considerably
favourable effects in the field of the world
struggle for human progress than Grenada's invasion. The liquidation of the jumbo was a decisi·
ve action of the Soviets which did not stem from
the leadership of a Connnunist Party meeting, but
from an on-the-spot decision with the same intentions, the same programme and the same understanding that prevails in the Central leadership of
the Party with regard to the global confrontation
with the capitalist system. When there is such
~apacity for decision, it means that there is a
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very great progress in the Soviet Connnunist Party
itself• even if it stillJsuffers from a certain
lack of homogeneity. It proves that any
vital
and important step can be taken in the u.s.s.R.
by entire sectors, informed of the aims of imperialism, and prepared to confront them and liqui·
date it.
Imperialism has to continually increase
its
war preparations and all its energies and poli cies are geared to this end. The Soviet Union ,
obviously has to continually resist these preparations. The resolve of the USSR in this respect
has further deepened all the divisions in
the
imperialist camp, and meanwhile provoked a movement as socially important as the "Peace Movement",
Comrade Andropov never ceased to make proposals
for agreements on a balance of nuclear weapons •
These proposals were aimed at breaking the capitalist front without conceding anything regarding
the defense of the Workers State and the Socialist
camp. Hence, the USSR swiftly responded to the
deployment of Yankee missiles in Europe by re arming and suspending the Geneva negociations
Even if this was done incompletely in the sense
that the withdrawal from the Geneva talks should
have gone hand in hand with appeals by the CPSU
and the mass-Soviet organisations to the " Peace
Movements" (to help them become anticapitalist
movements) - even then, it did have the effect
of unmasking the real war-mongers :
imperialism
and world capitalism. This conduct of the Soviets
has~ also orientated the "Peace Movements" of Europe and the United States which are going towards
anticapitalist positions anyway.
What is important about the suspension of the
Geneva talks lies in what this means in the internal
relations in
the leading Soviet apparatus. Relations and talks with world capitalism .
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formed part of the programme of the most backward
sectors of the Soviet bureaucracy, who think
it
is possible to maintain a stable relationship of
coexistencewithcapitalism and liquidate it gradua
ly. The walk-out of the Soviets at Geneva, shows
that it was not these sectors that were in charge.
Stalin made a non-agression agreement with Hitler
and •• he believed in it! But the present Soviet
leadership leaves the Geneva talks and,unlike
Stalin, prepares to confront world imperialism.It
is prepared to confront it, up to the ultimate
consequence, the complete liquidation of private
property and the world spread of socialism. World
capitalism is quite desperate to get the USSR to
return to Geneva..
This is particularly
true
of the Yanks who .feel the pressure of the petit
bourgeoisie and want to appear in front of it as
being "for peace". Whether or not the USSR
return to these discussions in Geneva will change
nothing in the significance of these conclusions.
Capitalism prepares the war to confront human
progress, whilst the Workers State prepares itself
to be transitory medium for the triumph of pro gress; transitory in the sense that it has
to
take actions against the capitalist system which
will
not go away of its own volition. This
is why the capitalist leaderships preparing the
war break their links with society as a whole •
They are faced with ever increasing movements of
opposition. As for the Workers States, also pre~
paring for the war,
they do so by improving
their relationships with the masses. They improve the relationship leadership-masses. A series
of changes and corrections are being made in the
Workers States'
leadership; these lead to an
increase in productive capacity and the conditions
of life of the masses- as well as military capacity. Under capitalism, war preparations mean more hunger, unemployment, robbery and plunder of
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productive capacity. This is why the Workers State cannot generate - as some Communist Parties ho·
pe - independent "Peace
Movements" or leaders.
The masses of the workers states and of the capi·
talist countries see clearly that the war is not
a necessity of the Workers State. It is capitalism
that needs the war, and the masses of the world
see clearly the process towards war is distinct
in the Workers States and in capitalism.
THE PROGRESS OF THE SOVIET UNION
AND THE ELEVATION OF THE
ROLE OF ITS COMMUNIST PARTY
The discussion in the world Communist movement
on the character of the internal changes in the
USSR and the changes that took place during the
life of Andropov, has to be deepened. The changes
during the life of Andropov form part of a very
deep process
that was in part applied, and in
part discussed; it
announces even greater changes to come. In the discussions, they have dealt
with the problems of the economy, the Party and
socialist democracy. This forms part of the ne cessity and progress of Partial Regeneration. The
leadership is still heterogeneous and political
tendencies and ideas appear; but they do not impede the development of a coherent Soviet policy.
Comrade Posadas analysed that the Soviet leadership was making a greater progress than was apparent in the external policies and relations with
imperialism. This means a progress in the develop
ment of soviet democracy, one way or the other.The
process is slower internally (in the USSR) because
changes there are made by the bureaucracy itself,
and it has to cope with a strong sector of the apparatus which holds on to its privileges. This sec
tor is now an important impediment in the develop
ment of the economy and the dynamic intervention
of the Party. The USSR and the other Workers States
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prepare for the war, and they cannot do it amist
internal upheavals. This is why there is a conti
nuing process of removing those sectors that impe~
de
the development of the economy, and a more
extensive world anticapitalist policy on the part
of the CPSU. The internal changes made under
the leadership of Andropov form · part of the deepening of the process of Partial Regeneration.The
important discussions that have arisen around
the question of the "aims of Con:nnunism" - the sta·
ges towards Communism and the forms to allow
a
greater participation of the masses in the leadership of Soviet society, cannot be discounted. It
is important to highlight the creation of the
"Works Collectives" in the USSR and the renewal of
the role of the local Soviets. Today, the latter
have a better scope to apply policies and to inter·
vene on the questions of the central plans. than
before. The question of distribution "according
to need" goes on being discussed. This discussion
comes from the time of Breshnev who had said that:
"There are not yet the conditions for distribution
to each 'according to need'", at the time of the
New Soviet Constitution (1977). This was not
a
rejection of the proposal, but a postponment. At
that time, comrade Posadas analysed that a proposal from an important sector in the USSR
including a part of the Soviet leadership laid behind
Breshnev's reply. Comrade Posadas suggested the
possibility of actually passing to distribution
"to each according to necessity" at least partially in the USSR and some other Workers States. Already, he explained,such a principle does not de pend only on the development of Soviet economy,and
it can be produced by the level of social unders tanding reached by the Soviet people.
A good
example was to be found in the distribution of sa•
laries. This was considered partially and superfically by the leadership of Andropov who stressed
the aspect of the importance of social salary.Also

some reforms were introduced by Andropov by which
the salary. received became more linked to necessi•
ty, number of ·children, their age, number of people to look after in the home, etc.
This discussion is still confined within the
bureaucracy - and so, it does not have the necessary depth or objectivity. Part of the lack
of
objectivity is due to the fact that important aspects of the life of the Workers State are still
not analysed in the light of historic truth. This
is a legacy of the Stalinist period. However, many leaders, including Andropov himself, have put
forward important criticisms, even if they are
still done in a limited and superficial manner.
Nonetheless the process of correction is profound>
Andropov
said that the Soviet Union had once
had a form of distribution "to each according to
necessity" but that this led to bureaucracy which
the
was due to an insufficient development of
economy, and a lack of social understanding
in
the Soviet masses. According to him, it became
necessary to return to distribution "according
to capacity", and to intensify productivity, bonu•
ses etc. against inefficiency. However, Andropov
in doing this, eliminated a good deal of inefficiency, corruption and privileges - all of which
is the reverse of the policy of Stalin. Stalin
wanted distribution according to capacity, in order to create a privileged bureaucratic apparatus
to support him in his policies of alliance with
capitalism.
This discussion is limited but it is by no means
means a retreat because it forms part of the pro•
cess through which the structure of the Workers
State seeks to advance. The same is true of the
discussion on the complete centralisation of the
nationalities in the USSR, the creation of the
Soviet . human being and the discussions on the
elimination of the State and the discussions on the
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standard of living not being confined to eating
and sleeping, but meaning the culture of the Soviet
people. All these discussions are limited by the
bureaucratic leadership, but they go on. And they
are further limited by the war imperialism prepares
because that war demands the concentration of the
preoccupation of the leadership to arm against it.
This is why comrade Posadas had analysed that: "It
is difficult for bureaucracy to accept distribution
according to necessity today". It is difficult because that leadership is pressurised by the impending war and it has to improve the economic and
military capacity all at once, in conditions where
it is frightened of making greater internal changes.
Andropov and the sector he represented faced up to
the need to make a greater clearance inside the
apparatus. This is why 45 out of a total of 180
Regional Secretaries of the Federation of the CPSU
were replaced under Andropov. This is more than
at the time of Krutchov and Breshnev put together.
Under Andropov scores of Ministers and leaders
of the State were removed together with linge ring remnants of private property as in the c?seof
the Kolkhoses where the small private plots were
further diminished. At the same time, the Kolkhoses
were brought into closer association with the Sovkhos
and industry through the "agro-industrial" complexes. i.'ht~re, private initi.ative is increasingly
submitted to the centralised state plan. This
centralised state planned is applied through the
11
agro-industrial 11 complexes.
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At the same time, the discussion whether a Party
leader can also be a leader of the State is raised.
It was established at the time of the New. Soviet
Constitution in 1977 that the same leader could
hold
positions
in the state and the Party.
This is when the Party Secretary became President .
of the Soviet Union also. In turn, the majority
of the leading members of the Party acquired posts
in the Soviet Government. Now, after several years
the problem is reposed. There is a proposal to
separate the posts; this goes in the direction of
returning to Lenin's principle that Party leaders
should not hold state positions. It means that
the discussion is still going on. When the New
Soviet constitution established that Party leaders
could have state functions, comrade Posadas analysed that this represented a means through which
the Party was able to control the State, even though
this was an incorrect measure from the point of view
of principle; but it helped to impose the point of
view of the Party and the global interests of the
Workers State, on the bureaucratic and technocratic
sectors of the State. Now, they are returning to
the principle of Lenin of separation of posts which
is correct. This return is taking place even though
there is not yet a sufficient level in socialist democracy to prevent the state generating sectors and tendencies seeking liberty to use the state, production
in the factories, etc., as they like and without
Party control. However, as far as the Party
is
concerned, it is going to be a great progress to
free itself from all these layers that impede a
superior political advance, and impede particu larly a better relationship between the leader ship of the country and the masses. The question
of the separation of Party and State
positions
demands a better intervention and decision by the
masses and working class in the Trade Unions and
the political life of the State. This could
be
done via the Works Collectives or some other ways.

The world capitalist media attacks the method of
electing Chernenko, that it called 'conservative' and
anti-democratic. But the masses have a means of
making an innnediate comparison with the electoral
process in the United States. The election of Chernenko - even if with limited and bureaucratic formsis a thousand times more democratic than the elections in the United States. Everyone knows the opinions of Chernenko: support for the Liberation Movements, no military advantage to be given to imperia
lism and a connnitment to further the construction
of socialism. On the other hand in the US, the
elections are a farce; a president like Reagan could
be elected with only 26% of the votes and it is gene
rally accepted that candidates make false declarations
"for the campaign". The capitalist press acknowledges
this openly. It admits that: "Ah, he said this just
for the campaign". They make all manner of promises
that will never be applied and talk demagogically as
in the case of Reagan when he talks about peace. The
one that wins the elections in the United State, is
the one most linked to the financial and industrial
sectors closest to production for war. This is becau
se these sectors decide politically and the Yanks cannot have any other policy but to prepare for the war.
They cannot resolve the crisis between themselves
and with their social-antagonist(the Soviet Union
and the camp of Socialism) in any other way
but
war. Yankee leaders are making a campaign
in
which they declare that they are for "peace" but
they do everything for war. There are tendencies
in the Yanks
:with
different opinions as to
the stages leading to the war, but they all see
that they cannot escape this historic conclusion.
In contrast, the policies and objectives of the
Soviet leadership and Chernenko - this includes Gorbachev whom the capitalist press presented as an opponent
of Chernenko - are explicit. They propose the exten. tion of the conquests of Soviet society to the whole
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world, and the construction of Socialism. The Soviet ~
Union contributes to the advance of the conditions of
life in such backward places as Afghanistan, and the .
Yankees can do nothing to help 40 million of their
own US people - the majority of them negroes - who live in hunger .
In other words, the immense
economic power of North America serves only to enrich
a tiny reactionary minority.

All this forms part of the cultural and political
education of the masses of the world. It forms part
of the constant progress of the Soviet Union which
is an immense support to the world masses. In this way
the masses of the world judge the relative development
of democracy in the Workers States, and in the capitalist countries. The Italian Connnunist Party participated in part in the bourgeois speculations regarding
the changes in leadership in the Soviet Workers State.
It thought that the changes introduced by Andropov
would give greater scope to private property in the
. Soviet Union. And, as far as the Italian Connnunist Party is concerned, it considers that State
ownership engenders bureaucratic power. This is
why it supports experiences like those made
in
Yugoslavia and China.
It do~s not investigate
the problems facing the Workers States today, or
the experiences of history. An important
part
of these experiences is the fact that Andropov
advanced progress in internal democracy, whilst
increasing the centralised power of the State.He
did the same thing in relation to the countryside. The world connnunist movement should discuss
the problems of the Soviet Union and what to do
in a more objective way. This discussion
has
to start from an acknowledgement of the progressive role which the Soviet Union has in History.
International Secretariat
of the Posadist IV International
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EDITORIAL

I
The miners malnta.ln themselves
the vanguard of the anti':""
capitalist struggle In th.ls country,
desplre th.e absence of leadership
from the Labour Party or TUC, on
the basis of the favourable world
balance of forces. 1 The speech of
Gromyko at the UN destroys any
suggestion that .there is uncertainty
or major division in the Sovfet
leadership. , The removal of Marshal
Ogarkov - an event which has given
the bourgeoisie an excuse tor specu!atlon about the Soviet leadership Is an Important event because a
leader of the Red Army has been
removed at a time when Imperialism
Is feverishly preparing for war
against .the Soviet .Union. Clearly,
such an Important event .should have
been more openly explained by the
Soviet leadership, and more widely
discussed among the Soviet masses.
Thls underlines the need for a
greater participation of the Soviet
m11sses In the formulation of policy.
However, the level of democracy In
the soviet Union. where ma/or world
issues are discussed by Soviet
leaders in the factories, Is fnflnltefy
superior to democracy under capita1/sm. ,At Greenham Common peaceful
demonstrators are arrested simply .for
demonstrating, and mil/Ions are
thrown out of work without any discussion
whats.oever. ,
Gromyko
clearly defined the nature of lm·perialism at this stage of h 'story.
that It Is preparing for war and
manoeuvring for a 'fJrst strike'
against .the Soviet Union. , He also
made It c tear that th.ere was no
possibility of cosy 'local agreements.' - as Reagan proposed - no
more Valtas or Tehrans behind which
Imperialism could preffJare to launch
the war. , Gromyko•s speech Indicates that th.ere is no Insecurity or
dfvlsion In the Soviet leaders on the
fundamental Issue of war and the
world system against system confrontation. Reagan's electoral campaign, devoid as It is of any proposal
to advance the economy of th.e United
States and th.e living standards of
the population, is a confirmation of
the tact .that .all Imperialism Is fntereste.d In Is preparing for war. , The
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Soviets have made It .clear that they
know what .time of day It Is In world
terms, but th.ere is a necessity,
however, for the Soviet leadership to
explain Its. policies much more widely
both to the Soviet .masses and to
those of the capitalist countries.
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and was anti':"capita,l/st In content.
He ts a representative not of a mass
church, like that of Rome, but a
church which Is a wing of the Sta,te
apparatu.s of British imperialism.
On top of this, he is supported by
the Archbishop of Canterbury! In
other words, the leaders .of the sta.te
CAPITALISM
DISINTEGRATES.
church are distancing themselves
from the system of private property
There Is a dlscussi<;m, and th.ere whi!!h ls rott13n and an obstacle to the
are differences on ta,cttcs amongst progress of humanity. , The same Is
the Soviet loadershlp and between true of those clvlf servants w'w are
the Soviet leadership and those of dally handing government .documents
other Workers state.s,, but .these are to the press and the opposition parproblems of the process of advancing ties. . The vote against Yankee
from the Workers state to Socialism. missiles at the Liberal Assembly Is
W'Jrld capita/Ism Is riven with differ- In the same context, and confirms
ences. but th.ese are a product .of Its. the tact that the majority of the
disintegration. , The Pope•s condem- population are against th.is major
nation of lmperfallsm and the re- aspect . of Thatcher's programme,
pression of the masses - made In
for war!
It
Canada - is part .of this dlslntegra- that .Thate.her only received 40% of
tlon. , He speaks like this because a the vote in the last election and her
large sector of the Church - partl-:- team ls an lsolate.d minority, little
cularly, but . not . only, In Latin more than a dictatorship. , The 82%
America - has Joined the revolution majority in favour of strike by the
and because he sees th.at .the cap/- NACOD's m<3mbers ls yet another
tallst syste.m has no future. , He case of a comparatively privileged
hopes. In vain of course, tnat he can sector feeling that capftaJlsm has no
disassociate th.e Church from capi- future, and adhering firmly to th,e
talfsm so that when the crash comes working class. , The government
- as It .wlll shortly - somehow the documents leaked about .the sinking
Church w/11 survive. , For all this, It of the 'General Belgrano• are a
Is a powerful expression of the dis- denunciation of the murderous nature
integration of the capitalist system.
In the same way, Andreotti. - fta}lan
Foreign Minister - intervenes to
limit the atta.cks by capitalist Ger-

of th,e capitalist state from within
that very state apparatus. , Lawson
has had to admit .that .he lied about
unemploymrmt coming down. and now
says that it will rise this year. , He
could hardly say much else since the
OECD report indicates a rise of two
mlffion in the unemployed In capitalist Europe this year. , The Thate.her government has nothing to propose
In front Of this problem. , Her statements become progressively more
Inane, and all she can talk about Is
repression. , The NATO 'f.donheart'.
exercise was only partl?.fly to confront .the Soviet .Union and Its. allies
since capitalism has already admitted that .ft cannot match the conventlonal military forces of the
Soviet Union. 1 Its prime aim was to
tyrepare repression against th.e masses of Europe w!Jo wlll be the natural
ally of the Soviets in the process of
the war. , It was. Inevitably. a
fiasco because weapons and milftary
force do not decide history, and the
caplta,llst system can now only produce fiascos.
A

PROGRAMME FOR
TRANSFORMA T/O,\J.

SOCIAL

The miners' strike is not just one
more strike but an anti-:-cap/t£!/fst
movement without the necessary

leaders.hi,, and programme. , This Is

w11at .the Labour Party shoutd discuss at Its. forthcoming conference.
The conditions exist .for a General
Strike, In support of the ml ners and
with a programme of social tr?.nsformatlons,
The Labour Party
apparatus ls desperately trying to
divert the Labour left .away from the
central Issue of. how to lmp1ement
the pol ic!es adopted at recent Labour
Party conferences Into 'safe' channels. , This Is why the whole question
of 're-selection' has .been raised.
It .ls a diversion! Of course, right
wing Labour MPs are concerned to
retf!.ln their seats. but, in the main.
the whole Js.sue is Intended to divert.
In the same sense, Nattersley proposing the tired old Ideas of the
'mixed economy• Is intended to
cause the maximum amount .of disruption. Well, H<ltte.rsley should be
taken up on th,e question of natlonaUsatlcn.
But not on an abstract
level. What the Labour left .has to
discuss is the tact that, whllst .the
miners are correct to defend their
Jobs, there are over four ml fll,f~n
unemployed and capitalist is preparing for war In the face of the
Ofi1posltlon of th.e majority of the
ffJOpulatlon. The Labour left has to

many on the German Workers State.
(GDR) because he represents a wing
of the Italian bourgeoisie which ts
desperate to malnta.ln finks with th.e
Workers States. , This wing depends
on them economically and Is frightened of the war which Yankee imperialism Is hell-bent on and which
will be th.e end of them all.

Anoth.er Important expression of
the disintegration of the social
authority of the capitalist system
Is the fact that the new Bishop of
Durham, David Jenkins, 71ade a
speech which supported the miners

MINERS CHILDREN ON A VISIT
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the woman to be confined to the
house or preparing the meal.
There are going to be meals tor
a hundred thousand at once. It is
not going to be necessary tor a
mother to be responsible for her
five children and another tor her
five children; society is going to
educate them altogether and no
mother is going to feel that her
son has been expropriated, but
educated socially 'lor the interest
of society.
Today it is not like this,
beeause the means to educate,
culture and knowledge, are differentiated.
The class struggle
$fill establishes the differentiation.
These struggles in the photographs show that women feel as
men the necessity to intervene In
the social struggles - thus all
the women who intervene in these
struggles - s.ome intellectually,
very intelligent like Rosa Luxemburg, like Goldman, Clara Z.'11tkln
and Vera. Wgner1 - djd not decJicate themselves to their career
but
to
I iberate
humanity.
The struggle for the independence of women shows that it is
a result of the existence of capitalist society which impels the
women to struggle, and of the
immaturity of the workers• movement. With the Russian Revolution and with the Party of Lenin,
the women were assimilated in
the same struggles with the men.
But still there was not the
maturity in the workers' vanguard
to understand this, nor the
alter the
material conditions.;
triumph of the Revolution to
extend this. Hence there was a
retreat, not as a result of incapacity or backwardness, but
the relations of world
forces which were unfavourable
to the extension of the Russian
R~volution.
But the Revolution
showed that it was a necessary
It did not
and just revolution.
develop in time but maintained
Itself and returned to develop.
This Is a general explanation
of these photographs on the
history o'I the participation o!
women in
social struggles.
We render homage to all the
women, the children, the old
people, to all the combative will
ot women - not of women but as

were inferior not as a result of
men but as a result of the system
of private property. It was the
Workers States w'1ich expressed
this equality. This Is still not
of the level
correct, nor
which is necessarys but if is the
Workers States where it is demonstrated that women advance in

they see in me and in the
Workers States; not because ther
see struggles in civil wars but
through the experience of daily
social struggles.
There is an
elevation of sentiment and cf
lmmin consciousness of the man
and the wo;ru.m which identifies
them.
The separation of the

their level of social relations,
of equality with man as human
beings not as man and woman,
of sexes which copulate, but as
human beings divided Into two
sexes - because this was the
process of nature and society
tends to exploit it. This shows
that the will and necessity ot
Socialism is not the result of the
will which comes from any one,
but from the development of lite.
Li'le creates the necessity and
the will to be freed from the
society o'I capitalism, and w·Jmen
'lrom their submission to the system of privatr property both in
their work place and the home.

sexes is not the separation of
human beings. The separation of
the sexes is. the unity of the
human being, and they see and
work according to this. Hence,
in Polisario, they advance in
this way.

This can only end with the
elimination of the capitalist
system and it is the backwardness of the Communist parties
that they do not have in their
programmes the incorporation of
women. It Is the lack of political
li'le in the trade unions, the lack
of theoretical life, ot the development of ideas, which thus
diminishes the understanding of
the Party and does not tend to
develop the scientific understanding towards women, but
only the social understanding
which capitalism imposes •. . ·
In spite of this, the
the woman has not diminished.
On the contrary, a.fl this female
move1m1nt which exists in the
wcrld has a chanacteristic which
unites it to all the wm to struggle against the capitalist system.
The norm of the feminist
movement is the struggle against
the capitalist system, which
shows that the experience of the
Russian Revolution and of the
Workers States has its effects on
the consciousness, in the mind,
and in the understanding of human
beings, the women and children
and the old people. It Is the
struggle tor Socialism - the
levels, the influence of the
existing w.orkers States, including China - which influences
humanity and gives confidence
and security to the chi Id, ·the old
person and the woman that this
difference, separation - this
division bstween man, W'Jman,
child and old person - is
transitory.

the human being who does not let
herself be subordinated through
social inferiority (not sexual, but
social} to which the capitalist
system condemns her; that is, to
Still, without having a level
be mother, worker. a11d to look and scientific understanding of
after the home. In spite of this, alt the process they feel, sense
women have incorporated them- and work with this understanding
selves into social struggles. - because the feminist moveThus intelligence ca.we and de- ments #lave not had, nor are going
veloped through the development
to have, any success. They can
ot social relations, not through have success in a meeting or two,
the tnching of the capitalist or in a very small number, but
system.
It w:fs thanks to the the wo1mm of the world tee/ that
social struggles where women
they struggle for the ume as the
learned to understand that they men, from the experience which
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Ail this is not shown in these
photographs, above all the influence of Polfsa.rio in the world
struggle for the liberation of
women and of capitalist society.
Ha.If of Polisario is m;ide up ot
women, and there are paintings
and photographs which show this
very well - as, '/or example, the
woman who is with her son and
has a. rifle by her side, bigger
that she is. The child who is .in
the arms of the mother and who
cemnot move looks at the rifle,
looks as if •he would take it,
and there is no sentiment of
aggression nor of contempt. The
rifle, ·like the son, ate for progress - and so they unite• , These
photographs are missing, and
.there are many women .In the
sa1m1 activity, many between
twenty or twentyfive showing
that maternity is not against the
rifle, but the latter is the maintenance of maternity.
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own programne to. the terence Is important, but much more

m.·ners' strike and to mobilise the important Js to raise the discussion
whole POPIJfation on this basis. amongst the masses, In the factories,
workers• areas and universities.
For example, the TUC has ado14ted
the demand tor the JS-hour week The Labour left. has to raise the
and the Labour left tias to generalise widest possible discussion on the
this demand. , It Is a slm;::rle proposal basis of th.e reality th.at capita/Ism
to match the number of hours worker: ls In its final crisis and can do
with the necessary production ·for ·nothing for the advance of humanity.
the needs of the population. , How- that .the world balance of forces Is
ever, capitalism Is incapable of favourable to the transformation of
doing this. ft .doesn't even pretend society, and that the Workers States
ft cant It .can only really be done (8oc/allst Countries) are th.e basis
with an economy which Is natl0na- for the advance of the process 0 1
llsed, {!Jlanned and under workers' social transformation. ,
control. , This is how Hattersley 29 th
has to be answered! What .is discussed at the Labour Rarty con=

September
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Selected Texts of J.Posadas.
- Soviet Democracy and
the actua I form of the
pol itica I revolution
in Poland
- The counter-revolutionary
leadership of the
Chinese Workers State
- Poland: The advance
of Social Democracy and
of Socialist influence
in the world (Volume 1~ 2 )

1.20

- USSR: The role of the
Soviet Union in this
1.35
stage of history

1.35

- War, peace and the
function of the
Socia list countries

1.00

- The historic function
of music and songs 1.00

1.35

.The~lfesolution ot Khomeini
that the woman has to use the
SCIENTIFIC CUL TURAl AND POUTICAl EDITIONS
veil in Iran does not have much
BCI BOX 6220,
perspective
of
developing.
LO NOON IC1 V 6XX
Polisario means thousands. It ts
Telex: luomarb 6220, LONDON
a .small movement. the movement
o'I Khomeini has much money and
power;· Polisario, no. Polisario
is going to educate the masses
of Iran, n..,t Iran educating the
masses of Polisario. It is the
women o'I Polisario who are
educating the women ot the
Khomeini movement, who throw From page 3 THE LABOUR PAR TY PRESS.
oft the veil, ·Who continue fightThe so-ca lied state 'independent'
EXPROPRIATION OF THE PRESS
ing, and have a. rifle belt at their
corporations in televis1:m and radio
UNDER WORKERS' CONTROL.
side, .and who are the result o'I
also work within the structure of
Polisario but also of the Russian
It is important to raise not only capitalist opinion. The left has to
of the Ciilnese
Revolution,
the issue of the need for a centra I be quite c!ear on these problems
Revolution, and of the Cuban
daily organ for the masses, but the - the press is an instrument directly
Revolution; that is the relation
associated issue on the need to of capitalist interests, but it is not
of world torces is total, military,
incorporate in the programme of the sufficient to complain, it is neces=
political, , masculine, feminine,
Labour Party the nationa !isation
sary to propose with equal vehe=
and including the old people and
under workers' control of aII the
mence
the alternative - expropriation
the children.
The smallest
organs of communication, eliminating
under workers' control. Over many
country like Polisario influences
the private ownership of the means of
years
sectors of workers have pre~
the Muslim women not Khomeini
publication, and make them available
vented
capitalist articles being
because the Muslim waman is
for the expression of opinion by the published attacking workers on strike
prepared for the Russian Revopopu la ti on, not the representatives etc. Within this lies a principle~
lution, tor the Chinese Revolution
of capitalism. This is the democra= the proletariat needs its own organs
and the Cuban Revolution. These
tic solution, and should be argued of opinion, open to its control, and
women a.re preparing and learning
for as against the incessant garbage rejecting the capitalist control of
from these experiences. . They
11ritten about a 'free press'. T Rfl the means of communication.
do not follow the religious rites
so-ca !led 'free press' in Brita in
but the conclusion of these exis submitted to the slavery of the
perience of intelligence that capitalist point of view. The laws
woman is the equal ot man and
of capitalist economy apply to the
has to intervene with m~n.
press - only huge financial reJ., POSADAS
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sources allow such papers to survive
on a diet of rubbish organised by
capita !ism.
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(Text
on an Hhlbltion
of photographs In West Germany
on struggles for female emancipation).
The tact that the OGB (Workers Centre of capitalist Germiny) has organised the publicaUf:Jn of these photographs on the
struggle of the women shows how
even the bureaucratic apparatus
most linked to capitalism has to
mtdntaln this tradition 80 88 not
to be tw-passed by the left.
They are doing this, not with the
object of stimulating the Intervent/on of women for the anticapitalist struggle, but to show
that they take account of these
problems: and thus. to contain the
formation of th• lfdt. It corms~
prmds .to a .subterfuge.
In general, they are photograph11 .which show activities; not
narratlvt1s, analyses, developments.of events In which women
havfl Intervened.
They
are
photographs. which show how from
the beginning, ·how well before
capitalism, In the feudal •and
1Slave epoch, women participated
In social struggles. It Is In the
capitalist system where they
could Integrate most of all In the
sbdlal struggles. But there was
no leadership w!1lch corresponded
to the proces1S and knew how to
unite the struggle tor the liberation of women with the strunle
for social liberation. The correct
theoretical r,,mception that there
is no Independent struggle for
liberation of the women, the child
and ot the old person, but only
the struggle for the social liberation ol humanity from every form
of exploitation, was absent.
Thus the feminist movement deve/ollfld its own particular forms.
It appears that women rebel
against the Immediate existing
cause, which is man. This is
through the lack ot adequate
pollcy, of theoretical explanation of Marxist interpretation and
application on the problem of
women and of the child or the old
p1113on, which are similar problems. The child, the old person
and women have the same prob/ems with le1ser degree or different importance, but they have the
same problems _ the result of
the exploitation of the capitalist

F
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on the woman, the family or the
child. ,Education under capitalism
Is not tor persuasion but via Imposition the child must obey.
But this Is not the result of a
natural Inclination of the parent
or ot the mother, but there Is .no
other solution than to do this.
The parents cannot dedicate
themselves to educate the child
because they themselves are not
educated, and because they have
to dedicate their time In order to
live. , This mean1S that there Is .no
time for anything, and society is
not prepared to lftolve these
problems because It Is a class
society.

How make an equality of man and are all the results ot lack of woman; . It Is not man who f/OH
vnman? The man tries to apply leadershlpo, But this. shows the
this, but capitalist society which
In the home what he learns In heroism of the PIOletarlan w'Jmen,
utlllses power In accordance
dally life with the capitalist of the proletatlan grandmother
with exploitation and this desystemi and has to apply It and of the child, who do not take
velops. everywhere at all levels;
because he has no other way out, the path of vengeance, of the
for the women, the old people
no other solution.;
.
rancorous reaction against the and the chlldreno~, It Is. the revo,He has no other way OJ.It, tam/ ly, because the faml ly forces
lutionary movement, the w.>rbrs'
and because he cannot dedicate them to work because they do not
faml ly educaMd In the struggle
time to explanatlong because he get any money, -but elevates. and
tor progress .which regulates this;'
does m>t have It, because he has organlHs. the
understanding
Thay cannot make. a Just and
to- get up eaf/y for work to get against the capitalist system;·
logical order because there Is .not
money to dedicate himself to
one, because they have to work
maintain the family;·, That la to
In the bourgeois femlly this
to live, and have to dedicate time
say, these are all problems.which is.not the case.-, There they kill
to dally lite. E.ven as the workhave their roots In the capltallsst each other;·, Of a million children
ing class educaMs and leams. to
system and which attenitards were of wt>rkfmB' families~ ont:J percent
develop family relations together
sepatated In· the programme ot have dislocated llves, but In the
with the social struggle for the
social struggles because of the
progress of society;-, As par#es
menttdlty of the leaderships, bourgeois family of three hundred
01 trade unions were not prepll!lted
Tnis appll•s also to the prob- flrJJt .the Socialist and afteMardtD 298 war agalntDt each other.
lem of women. The problem of Communist patties.
They poison, kill and massacre In time to lncorporatt women,
women which developed wJth
one another: That ltD to say, on children and old people In the
much acuteness from the end of
one side there Is the sentiment social struggles, . then those
which creates .property, Individual struggles .are stopped not through
the First World War did not find
an an11wet via. consideration and
lntfmtst and the use ot crime bad lntentlona . of those who do
Integration In the revolutionary
against one's own family to this - the radicals. and so on movement;·, This. essentially was
accumulate wetalth; and on the but because It Is a. necessity, a'b
One of our great contributions other, the workers. family which urgent neceHlty to which the
through an ermr of the Communist
patties;-, In the epoch of Lenin In.the history of the participation has a sentiment of human under- unions .. and the pattl•s do:» not
there was no Communlat .Youth ol women In social struggles Is standing and love which does this provide an answer.
(as a separate organisation} nor to have Incorporated women In evEm In the worst condltltms,
a. Communl•t feminist movement, the leadership of the workers• and elevatfl,s. understanding that
Where Is there a female trade
but young and old were all In the movement In ArgentlmJJ In 1936.; the reason Is the capltaliat 11ys.,... union leader of Importance In the
Patty; .It was .the po/Icy of Stalin In that epoch It wa,1. an Immense t•m arid not because the par•nb trade unions Jn Italy, tor example?
which Inaugurate.ti the youth. or scandal to have women In the are bad.-, The family differences There am some small white
the w.>mens' movement.
They leade13hlp of the trade union;· and fights ov11r the conduct of the collat unions, but In trade unions.
were steps to PfMlf/allse the Even with the backwardness of dispute .In the home/$ very small like te11tlles. or shoe-makers up
the activity and dtildlcate an the comrades, we placed s/11 IHue;·, More and more the unity to a shorr time ago there were
activity towards .the pem bourge- woman In a picket to stop a .truck, of the family Is. elevated -In the none/ Now they are beginning
olsle to try to win, to attract It by they were the one-a who wMked struggle for aoclal progreH:-,
to 11ut them there.-, They cannot
conceding anti yielding to the best of all.
help but develop an Independent
conslderatlf:Jn of the backwardTHE WOMAN MUST N1JT BE women~s movement:,
Those who had lncorpora~
ness of the pet/t bourgeoisie and
h d b
th
SUBMITTED THROUGH SOCIAL
een e INFERIORITY.
fear of the political concentration ted women 8 1ltt1e a
Where are the women in the
of men, women and children and anarchists in the Tobacco Union,
workers' parties? There Is one,
Id
hi h
Id
t but In a. very limited way. OutAll these struggles. show the two, three 01 tour - and no more:o peop1e w c wou e1eva e side this there were no women
the political life of the Patty.
..... ! _,.,
-n• combatlve wili of the women who It Is part of the conception of
1n ,,,e ,rave un1on move....,, " did not submit to the social In- capitalist society to make the
Thus the bureaucracy wanted to
separate and divide, ·to be able
One still sees this limitation ferlorlty which the system of woman an /nstrumimt of use, to
to dominate politically better, I I'" I
T d
I
... "''"'h Pfivatfl property imposes:. It. Is be se-xually exploited, . or exn .a y.
ra e un ons ... ,,.v
the systflm of privatfl property plolted In the work of the home.
but this was also through In- consist of 40% women do not have
which puts women In inferior This occurs through the division
capacity, a product of the lack of women in the trade union leaderconditions and thus develops. of labour, . the divis.ion which
theoretical capacity of the Com- ship. Cfl/ldren work In factories.
customs, the capitalist .:1oclety establishes to
munist movement led by Stallnlsm. but are not Jn the union. These social belief,
education
and
functioning
against keep women producing children
Hence emerged feminist moveand thus occupied with the child,
mtmts of this nature~
which reduces their capacity to
attend to the family and work at
the same time.

There Is no reason tor partial
or Independent movements of
women, old people, , children or
men. Tile force which exploits
them all Is the capitalist system,
and It Is that which provokes
pmblems of family conflicts.
This Is expressed In the women,
the child, the old person, because
the worker family does not have
It Is the system of exploitation
the means to confront these probwhich develops naturally also
lems. Eight people live In a
a sy•tem of exploitation In human
smal I place, as these photographs
relations, and, then this Is expressed In the family relation show and only one works .because
where the man wishes to impose the others do not have any work.
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Cspitallsm extends this rela~
tlon to all the activities, and the
wom~n Is. Interior to the man
because capitalism decides this,
because she has . to have the
child, has to bring It up, , has to
work and do the domestic tasks,
because It Is. 1She who Is submitted to this work. Bul there Is·
no need for this as It is a result
of the capitalist relations;·
Tomorrow the liberation of women
will not be the product only of
culture and knowledge, but it
wi 11 no longer be necesrsary for

Turn to page · 4

THE PRESS RADIO, TELEVISION, MUST BE
CONTROLLED
BY THE POPULATION

$111
The TUC Conference this year marks a new stage In the crisis of the
capltallat system In the sense thtt It represents a deepening crisis of an
apparatus upon which capltallsm Is seated In order to survive. The Conference voted In support of NATO, did not discuss Ireland, and threw·out
the Greenham Common Women. That Is to say, .It Is an apparatus that does
not represent the working class, and which Is dedicated to the continuation
of the capitalist system. The end of capitalism le the end of It, as an
apparatuso The Workers• Centro wlll not disappear, but this structure wlll
be - and Is being - smashed as the working class build a new structure
within the centrallsatlon already acquired. However, the Conference alH
supported the miners• strike. It reiterated the programme of unllateral
disarmament, the need for the 35-hour week and the national minimum wage.
The Isolation of Sirs, .Chappel, Grantham. t'it!ffy etc., represents a shift of
of the centre of gravity of the apparatus towards the left, end this Is a
meaeure of the pressure and force that have com•! to be exelllled against

The permanent apparatus of the
TUC - m1>st to the right - the
General Council has sought all along
to take the leadership of the miners•
strike In order to break It. In this
activity they have acted as the
direct agent of the capitalist class
Inside the workers• movement. They
are the representatives of what Is
left of the old workers• aristocracy
built by British lmperlallsm at the
tlme of ns expam~lon. However, the
miners and their leadership have not
allowed them any Important conceHlon, far from It;, The agreement
struck between the General Council
and the NUM previous to the Conference "Was a concession to the
..
miners, and Sirs Immedlately uenm.meed It as the first step towards
a General Strike,
But. as the
General Councll knew that the TUC
Conference was going to discuss a
reaolutlon of full support to the
miners, and that It would be Impossible to defend there a policy of
total betrayal to theitl, It had to
mak9 concessions to the NUM. It
was forced to accept a compromise
which went against the far right of
Sirs. Duffy and company. This means
that, to maintain Its authority, the
General Councll had to Isolate the
sector most directly representative
of capitalism. In that process, sectors like that of Len Murray f ee I th at
their previous role Is being eroded
away and that, In the future, they
will have to take account of the
pressure of the working class. This
ls why Murray took, over a period of
aome time, the decision to go.
Others stay In the hope that they can
contain later. The apparatus has not
changed. and wl 11 not change.
However, by having to Isolate and
remove sectors most of the right
the apparatus has to weaken Its
llnks with capltallsm and, therefore,
It weakens Its ab!llty to resist the
onslaught of the working class.
Besides, the pressure and unity of
the workers Is mounting, and the
dockers• strikes have been repeated
proofs of a very Insecure situation
for the government.
Today, the
resolution of the NACOO's super-

visors to Join the miners• strike Is a
very Important sign that the balance
of forces Is In favour of the miners.
The miners• strike has made many
gains. But the changes It has Imposed against the bourgeois apparatus of the TUC Wiii remain one of
the most Important, because they ane
Irreversible and a base for further
advance.
T!iE NEED FOR A PROGRAMME
THAT SEEKS THE WORKERS STATE
The sy.stem of representation by
which one delegate votes for millions
of workers Is· becoming a source of
Insecurity for the apparatus. Over a
m1111 on Vot e 1n s11pport can eas II",,
become a six thousand against, on
second count.
That Is to say,
victories obtained this way will be
swept away Immediately the VllO'rkers
are consulted on anything. and It Is
only a matter of time. The vote cast
for the new General Secretary,
w1111s, however, of seven m;mon
against two, show& that there Is a
huge pressure - much greater at the
base - to contain the right wing.
Whilst McGahey received an ovation
for saying that •one should not
accept the unjust law of the boss•.

Bill Sirs, Chappel and Duffy were
prevented from speaking,
As a
whole, and even for an apparat ua
that supports NATO, the speech of
Kinnock w'ls of the right and very
much rejected, It shows how the
pressure of the working class unsettles all the apparatuses and
forces them on the defensive. Such
'leaders• wm not even arise when
the working claas Intervenes directly
on the scene of hlstoryo
The TUC Conference has shown
how vulnerable the apparatuses of
the workers• aristocracy and Labour
bureaucracy have become"
The
miners, basing themaelves on the
support of the rest of the working
class and masses. have defeated the
sinister Intentions of the right. and
helped to Isolate them. The Isolatlon of the sectors most llnked to
~apltallsm forms pint of the neces-

sary weakening of the apparatus,
previous to the advance of the left,
In the Trade Unions particularly.
It Is neceuary to discuss In the
trade unions the Invasion capltallsm
The
carries out In their midst.
campaigns for 'the right to return to
work• (In cases where sometimes It
Is only one miner Involved) are highlighted by capitalism with the same
tenacity as It hlghllghted the Solldarnosc movement In Poland when It
became a tool of anti-Workers State
activity. In both Instances, capitalism supports the right of a handful
of lndMduals because they further
the Interests of capltallsm. However
the defeat of Duffy and Sirs Is a defeat of capltallsm0 for the same
reason. But 0 to combat effectively
this class barrage In the trade union,
It Is necessary to a4opt a programme.
U Is necessary to give support to the
Peace Women (who came to the
Conference In search of that support)
and allow them to speak In all the
meetings of the Unions. The 35hour week without loss of pay must
be sought systematically In all tndustrles and lnternatlonally.
The
ever-rising level of unemployment
Is the result of capltallsm•s Inability
to use technologlcal advance for the.
benefit of the population. The 35hour week proposes that the hours
worked are matched to the necessary
production for the needs of the p()pulatlon. If capitalism cannot give u.
then It has to be said that there ts a
better form of .society and economy
that gives It: the Workers State.
There must be a unification of all
the Trade U111lons of the World
against the war capitalism Is preparlng 9 against the Yankee missiles,
for the 35-hour week. and In sup-,
port of all workers In struggle.
Whllst the Workers States advance

After long discussions, the TUC
finally came round to the old conclusion that there is no possibility
of a Labour Party paper, because
the trade unions do not apparently
have the resources to sustain it
But th is is not the rea I
reason. The rea I reasons are that
the conservative apparatus, with the
trade unions and the Labour Party,
are afraid that a daily Labour Party
organ might became - in spite of
them - a forum of discussion which
could stimulate objective discussions beyond their control.
For a long time the apparatus has
gone along quite happily without a
paper and the reasons for not having
one are even more applicable now
than in the past. They had ··the
right wing Daily Hera Id which foundered because it was so boring and
so apparatus a paper. From the
point of view of the apparatus, as
they only want a Labour Party electoral machine and no discussion of
principles; being without a paper is
a good thipg.
When the dominant trade union
apparatus claims to be unable to
solve the problem of the paper, it is
a mark of its immense hypocrisy.
They like to play the role of the poor
creature knocked about by Thatcher.
This is shee~ humbug. The reality
is that these people do not want to
do anything against the system. One
moment they will cheer Scargill, and
the next moment cheer Kinnock's
attack on the miners over the 'violence' issue. They are people with
very flexible' spines.
More than ever with the advance

with technology and without unemployment. they show the way
of the Labour left, the trade union
ahead. The,," want P"".ce"
.... • beA"u"'e
.... "'
they do not need war: but cJApltallsm apparatus does not want even the
wants and needs war. If only to con- faintest wiff of a discussion. They
tlnue to operate. There Is the need cannot guarantee as in the past that
fol' discussions In the trade unions, aII wi l 1remain under their iron conto seek a democratic representation trot. However numerous this appaof the workers In the leaderships, ratus, they sense that the process
and the adoption of a programme does not reproduce the conditions
genuinely In the workers~ Interests - which produced them .and their conwhich the TUC - with Its present 1
structure. never wlll be. To obtain
this, one must Increase the new
forms and organhsms. such as those
the miners and their wives have
constructed In the masses and In
the workers• areas. These organisms
wlll be the means by which to free
the workers from the pressure to
submit to capltallsm of the present
apparatus of the TUC. without
breaking the centralisation of the
TUC,

trol of the workers' movement is not
as it was. The fact that Scargi II
exists is a proof of the beginning of
the fa II of the apparatus.
The only way that it will be
possible to tackle the problem of
a national paper for theLabour Party
is through the construction of a
consistent Labour left on the basis
of Marxism. To liquidate the right
wing in the Labour Party, which also
means the elimination of the pernicious role of the reactionary apparatus in the trade unions, means the
elevation of the existing forces of
the left with a clear anti-capitalist
programme based on an·
understanding of the role of the Workers
States, without which no perspective
is possible. This is linked to developing links with the population and
developing publications of the left,
which invite discussion on the basis
of the need for socia I transformations
and the central role of the Workers
State.
The absence of a daily newspaper is a commentary on the absence of a party in Brita in which is
really Ii nked to the masses and
operates on the basis of meeting
their needs. The problem of the
paper focuses attention on the
problems of programme, application
of programme, drawing conclusions,
and making changes. The growth of
the left in the labour Party has
shown that the labour Party cannot
escape the pressure of th'e masses
for changes, but, at the same time,
the structure of the party and its
links with the trade union apparatus
remains immensely conservative.
Objectively, it is absurd that with
an event as important as the miners'
strike there is no newspaper which
reports aII the workers' experiences
and acts as a communicator between
aII the sectors of the working poputation, giving orientation and representing the class interests of the
population against the private
propertied interests of the exploiters.
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